
Philadelphia 
Reentry 

Think Tank

HOW WOULD RETURNING 
CITIZENS CHANGE A CITY’S 
REENTRY PLATFORM?
Organizations from across Philadelphia 
have nominated one person in reentry that 
they work with. 

These Think Tank Fellows will meet every 
week, for 12 weeks, to produce a series 
of art and advocacy campaigns to destroy 
stereotypes and push community designed 
political platforms.
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2.

ENGAGE THE REENTRY COALITION

CITY WIDE LEGAL CLINICS
Think Tank fellows will coorganize 
and facilitate a city-wide series of 
legal clinics that clear up the 
criminal records of hundreds of 
Philadelphians.

In each event, clinic participants will 
produce art, audio, and writing that 
will be stitched together to create 
the Think Tank’s various campaigns.

The Philadelphia Reentry Coalition is acity-supported initiative comprised ofgovernmental institutions, advocacy organizations, and service providers who collaborate to reduce recidivism. The ThinkTank is an official program of the Coalition.The Think Tank will present their art andadvocacy materials to the Coalition and engage stakeholders in hopes of directly influencing policies, initiatives, and social services that impact reentry in Philadelphia.
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4. PUBLIC ACTION / CITY HALL
After months of workshops, legal
clinics, and partnerships with a vari-
ety of key stakeholders within, and
beyond the Reentry Coalition, the
Think Tank will hold a public action
at City Hall. At the event Think Tank
fellows will lead a procession to
the main square, and host a press
conference. We will read the Poetic
Bill of Rights (with a backdrop of art
made throughout the workshops)
and present the People’s Platform.

www.ReentryThinkTank.com

Coalition’s Feedback for Poetic Bill of Rights


